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Mr. Sudbury

� AccelerationAccelerationAccelerationAcceleration is the rate at which velocity changes.

◦ Acceleration is the RATERATERATERATE that velocity changes.

◦ Acceleration is also a vector.  A vector must have a 
magnitude and a direction. 

◦ Velocity is speed in a direction so any change in speed or 
direction is acceleration.

� Can be:
� increasing velocityincreasing velocityincreasing velocityincreasing velocity, 

� decreasing velocitydecreasing velocitydecreasing velocitydecreasing velocity

� OR it can be a change in direction.change in direction.change in direction.change in direction.

Any change in
direction is a 
change in V, 
therefore it is 
also a change in 
acceleration

Constant Speed
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A car accelerates from rest to 72 km/hour in 6.0 s. 

What is the car's acceleration?

A space ship is traveling at 20,000 m/s.  At t = 5 s, 
the rocket thrusters are turned on.  At t = 15s, the 
space ship reaches a speed of 24,000 m/s.  What is 
the space ship's acceleration during that time frame?  

A car starts at rest (Vi = 0 m/s) and has an 

acceleration of 8 m/s2, with a Vf of 24 m/s.  How 

much time is needed to reach this velocity?

A pilot is preparing to land his plane and is on 
approach to the airport.  He was traveling at 78 m/s 
and accelerates -4 m/s2 for 19 seconds.  What is his 
final velocity (Vf)?

� A vehicle is traveling 11.5 m/s and sees a red 
light.  The driver stops within 2.5 seconds.  
What is her acceleration?

� To determine acceleration, you need Vi, Vf, 
and time. 

� What if you don’t know the time, but you know 
the displacement (∆x or ∆d) during the ∆V
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� Any change in speed, direction, or both.

� + Acceleration is speeding up

� - Acceleration is slowing down (decelerating)

� If we don’t know the time, we can still find 
the acceleration if we know the displacement.

� What is the acceleration of a go cart that 
accelerates from 2 m/s to 6 m/s over a 
displacement of 8 meters down the track?
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� PurposePurposePurposePurpose – Determine the acceleration of a pull back car.

� Your Group will turn in 1 paper with everyone’s name on it.

� Roles: 

◦ Recorder / Writer Recorder / Writer Recorder / Writer Recorder / Writer – You carry the paper and record the data your 
group collects.  Responsible for reading instructions and making 
sure the group stays on task.

◦ Data Collector Data Collector Data Collector Data Collector – You are the one making marks on cement every 
second as the car travels. (Use a different color for each trial.)

◦ MeasurerMeasurerMeasurerMeasurer – Measure the distance (in cm) from the starting line to 
the marks (report distance to recorder/writer.)

◦ TimerTimerTimerTimer – (Needs a stopwatch) tells data collector when to mark 
(every second).

� Act responsible in the hall and outside.

� Grade Accel # 1-20

� Acceleration Quiz (Open Note)

� Motion graphs

� Ticker Tape

� TURN IN RED STAMP SHEETS…

� Late pass to Drop Quiz

Mr. Sudbury
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Mr. Sudbury
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55mph 30mph


